Formant frequency patterns in Russian VCV utterances.
Previous studies have sought to establish the significance of various parameters in the determination of the patternings of Russian formant frequency trajectories in vowel-consonant-vowell (VCV) syllables. In the present study, 9600 measurements of first and second formant frequency were made on Russian VCV nonsense words. Variance for speakers was controlled through regression. Stepwise multiple regression was employed to determine the relative contributions of six predictors to the explanation of the patternings of first and second formant frequency in the test words. The six predictors included the height of the first and second vowels, the fron/back dimensionality of the first and second vowels, the place of articulation of the consonant, and the palatalization or nonpalatalization of the consonant. Results of the regression analyses are summarized. The regression coefficients for the useful predictors of the various dependent variables comprise a model of formant frequency patterns in Russian VCV utterances.